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A Practical Guide to Web App Success (Practical Guide Series)Five Simple Steps LLP, 2012


	In this book, Dan Zambonini hasn’t written a silver bullet. What

	he’s written – through years of research, commercial success and

	failures – is a manual to help you know what’s involved. He’s been

	there and done it. Learnt the mistakes, recorded them here so we

	can benefit. If you’re a...
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Cracking DES: Secrets of Encryption Research, Wiretap Politics & Chip DesignO'Reilly, 1998

	Sometimes you have to do good engineering to straighten out twisted politics. The Electronic Frontier Foundation, a nonprofit organization that was founded to ensure that the principles embodied in the Constitution and Bill of Rights are protected as new communications technologies emerge, and O"Reilly, the premier publisher of computer...
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Game Design Workshop: Designing, Prototyping, Playtesting GamesFocal Press, 2004
Master the craft of game design so you can create that elusive combination of challenge, competition, and interaction that players seek. This design workshop begins with an examination of the fundamental elements of game design; then puts you to work in prototyping, playtesting, and redesigning your own games with exercises that teach essential...
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Smashing HTML5 (Smashing Magazine Book Series)John Wiley & Sons, 2011

	Welcome to HTML5 - the future of the Web


	HTML5 is packed with great new features, including new content-specific elements, audio and video playback, canvas for drawing, and many others. But where to begin? With Smashing HTML5, you have everything you need to get up and running quickly.


	Bill Sanders...
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Microsoft Dynamics NAV 2009 Application DesignPackt Publishing, 2010

	Dynamics NAV 2009 is an Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) software product from Microsoft that can be used for variety of business needs. It is part of the Microsoft Dynamics family, and intended to assist with finance, manufacturing, Customer Relationship Management, supply chains, analytics, and electronic commerce for small and...
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Mastering Responsive Web DesignPackt Publishing, 2015

	Push your HTML and CSS skills to the limit and build professional grade, responsive websites


	About This Book

	
		Take your RWD skills to the next level with HTML5 and CSS3 best practices that will give you a solid foundation to build out from
	
		Harness the power of the CSS pre-processor Sass to...
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Professional InfoPath 2003Wrox Press, 2004
Microsoft InfoPath 2003 helps developers tackle forms-based information-gathering with the full range of XML technologies. This book quickly guides experienced Office and XML developers through InfoPath fundamentals, including XML form templates architecture, form definition file structure, available external data sources, and backend services....
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Mastering Microsoft Exchange Server 2003Sybex, 2003
All the Documentation You Need for Successfully Deploying Exchange Server    2003
Author Barry Gerber shares his extensive real-world    experience in...
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JasperReports 3.5 for Java DevelopersPackt Publishing, 2009
Do you want to create easily understood, professional, and powerful reports from disordered, scattered data using a free, open source Java class library? If your answer is yes, this book on JasperReports is what you are looking for. JasperReports is the world's most popular embeddable Java open source reporting library, providing Java developers...
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Programming Entity Framework: Code FirstO'Reilly, 2011

	Microsoft’s principal data access technology, ADO.NET Entity Framework, has had
	two major releases as part of the .NET Framework. NET 3.5 brought us the first version
	of Entity Framework, which is covered in the first edition of Programming Entity
	Framework. In 2010, Microsoft .NET 4 was released; it contained the next version of...
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Axure Prototyping BlueprintsPackt Publishing, 2015

	Become an Axure master! Explore designs and interactions by leveraging Adaptive Views, AxShare plugins, repeaters, and more


	About This Book

	
		Optimize designs for desktop, tablet and mobile viewports with Adaptive Views
	
		Build mastery of Repeater widgets and interactions
	...
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Thin Film Optical Filters, Third EditionTaylor & Francis, 2001
It is obvious from the details of his career that Angus knows more about optical coatings, both in terms of design and of fabrication, than most of us put together. It is therefore quite expected that I feel free to state that, in my opinion, this book is a necessity, rather on par with having the use of a coating facility, a good coating program,...
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